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Abstract: In existing the segmentation of a color image is mostly depends on the features color, texture or on both color and texture but proposed method for color image segmentation is based on both color and texture with multi-class SVM (Support Vector Machine). For color feature extraction we used homogeneity model and textural features we used PLD (Power Law Descriptor). With the help of SR-FCM (Soft Rough Fuzzy-C-Means) clustering. Membership functions based on the fuzzy set are facing the major problem of cluster overlapping. The rough set concepts can help us to get correct data from incomplete data, uncertainty of data. For defining the soft set theory there is no any requirement of parameterization tools. To get improved results of proposed algorithm the combination of aspects of fuzzy sets, rough sets as well as soft sets are used. The feature extraction for textural feature is done by using spatial domain which helps to reduce the run time complexity. Proposed method provides better performance which is compared with all the state of art techniques which is developed and analyzed using MATLAB.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is several application which uses medical image denoising. The results of segmentation, it’s possible to search regions of objects as well as interest in the scene, it is profitable to the annotation or subsequent image analysis. The proposed work include the quality of techniques; such as morphological watershed based region growing, stochastic modal based approaches, graph partitioning as well as energy diffusion. The methods of quantitative evaluation have been suggested. As there is a high level of difficulty in existing problems there is a need of an automatic algorithm which works on huge amount of data.

A matter of segmentation is hard because image texture. The image contains of only homogeneous color regions, the methods of clustering and in color space like that are sufficient to manipulate the problem. Is it true, the original places are rich in texture as well as color? So the color texture patterns it is difficult to identify the images. The work assumes the following approaches.

- The color texture patterns are image contains the uniformly distributed.
- Each image regions of color information can be representing by the discrete colors, the original and real most color.
- The two neighboring regions are color between the distinguishable-in any color image segmentation algorithm because of a basic consumption.

Image segmentation is the process of divide into parts of a digital image into multiple segments is known as image segmentation. The aims of segmentation to divide a parts of image regions that can be multiple representative as well as easier to analyze. Like that a region may be corresponding to individual objects, surface or original parts of objects. The process of image segmentation is used to locate a boundaries as well as objects (for example: curves or lines) in images. It is defined as the process of all pixel images are labeling and the entire pixel having same label to the seen. The digital image segmentation is used to local information to compute the good information; like that color information is used to create histograms or indicating information edges, boundaries or texture information.

The color image segmentation is based on the color features of the pixel image assume that same kind of color in image corresponding to the separate parts of clusters as well as hence important object in the image. Cluster it defines as a class of pixels that a similar color properties. The segmentation is depending on a used to color space, acceptable result can be provided into single color space for all kinds of images.

In given paper there is explanation of SRFCM which is Soft Rough Fuzzy c-Means with one basic and efficient classifier known as multiclass SVM classifier. The main parameters considered are Homogeneity and PLD (Power Law Discretor) for color image features as color and one more important is texture at pixel level calculations. For SRFCM to get clustering all the above features are considered.

After the multi class SVM classifier is trained by using the samples secure from SRFCM clustering. The steps of image segmentation are completed with trained by the Multi Class SVM. The proposed paper associative are mentioned in paper and from that the primary associates are mentioned in next section.

Also the basic ideas are given in next section for both 2-class SVM classifier and multi class SVM classifier. Afterward in next to that PLD (Power Law Descriptors) is described in next session. Also the bunching operation and multi class SVM operations are explained in one of the below section. In next section the clustering calculations by the proposed work are described. Final section of this proposed methodology describes in details about proposed system and its objective analysis with the references used by an authors.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY


In this paper, provides to change the idea of common models are discrimination, such as weber’s law, instance, the near-miss-to-weber’s law as well as Guilford’s power law. Therefore all models are depend on the assumption that parameter models are depend on the physical stimulus underlying scale by which physical quality of being intense are measured. In this paper discuss about the important of parameter model, we come to the end that near-miss-to-weber’s law that can be applied to the physical quantities which are measured on ratio such as log-interval scale, interval, Guilford’s power law necessary restrict to physical ratio scales. Ultimately, in this paper discuss the important of an experimentally are based on the sub model of near-miss-to-weber’s law, indicated that the fixed point of model. In these results show that the theoretical point of view, the fixed point model is better to the near-miss-to-weber’s law as well as Guilford’s power law.


The image segmentation are very important as well as pattern recognition and the critical to image processing. In color image segmentation are available on survey provides a summary. Fundamentally, the monochromatic segmentation approaches is based on the color segmentation approaches operating in a different types of color spaces. Therefore, first of all we discuss the segmenting monochrome images for major segmentation approaches: characteristics feature clustering, histogram thresholding, fuzzy techniques, edge detection, neural networks, region based methods etc. then the review an representation of some major color as well as their advantages or disadvantages; the techniques of color image segmentation using the different color representation. As discuss about the uses of image segmentation for color models. Insome fiction approaches like that physics –based method as well fuzzy method are investigated as well.


A new learning machine of the support-vector network for the two groups of classification problems. In this machine following idea for conceptually implements the input vectors are non-linearly mapped because to a very high dimensions of feature space. A linear decision surface of feature space is constructed. Therefore the special properties of the surface decision because the ability of high generalization of the learning machine. Finally, idea the support-vector network are previous implement for the restrict case the training data can be separated into without errors. A result show develops to a non-separable training data. Polynomial input transformations utilizing the highabilitygeneralizationof support-vector networks are demonstrated.

III. SOFT ROUGH FUZZY C-MEANS ALGORITHM (SRFCM)

SRFCM has its roots inside the k-manner set of rules proposed with the aid of J Mc Queen. The algorithm of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) became proposed via Bezdek. In FCM, items constrained join to a single cluster. All cluster join to each object with diploma of state. Rough ok-approach (RKM) becomes by using west as well as Lingras [9] by means of borrow a number and concepts of difficult set theory [12]. Rough Fuzzy c-approach set of rules became proposed by way of Mitra et al., [13]. In proposed by this paper SRFCM is the aid of applying similarity standards of gentle sets to Rough Fuzzy Frame work.

The basic steps for SRFCM are as,
1. Assume the random clusters ‘mi’ denoted by Ci
2. The membership between data points as well as center cluster.
3. The upper as well as lower approximation to allocate all the data points.
4. Difference between membership and next membership of data points are calculated.
5. Calculate similarity index of sample point.
6. Compute the updated cluster prototype for every cluster.
7. Iterate as well as run steps 2 to 6.

IV. MULTI CLASS-SVM (SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE)

In artificial intelligence, support-vector machines (SVMs, additionally support-vector systems [1]) are managed learning models with related learning calculations that examine information utilized for grouping and relapse investigation. Given a lot of preparing models, each set apart as having a place with either of two classifications, a SVM preparing calculation fabricates a model that allots new guides to one class or the other, making it a non-probabilistic twofold straight classifier (in spite of the fact that techniques, for example, Platt scaling exist to utilize SVM in a probabilistic arrangement setting). A SVM model is a portrayal of the models as focuses in space, mapped with the goal that the instances of the different classifications are partitioned by a reasonable hole that is as wide as could reasonably be expected. New models are then mapped into that equivalent space and anticipated to have a place with a classification dependent on the side of the hole on which they fall.

In expansion to performing direct arrangement, SVMs can productively play out a non-straight characterization utilizing what is known as the bit stunt, verifiably mapping their contributions to high-dimensional element spaces. At the point when information are unlabeled, managed learning is preposterous, and an unaided learning approach is required, which endeavors to discover normal bunching of the information to gatherings, and after that guide new information to these shaped gatherings. The help vector clustering [2] calculation, made by HavaSiegelmann and Vladimir Vapnik, applies the insights of help vectors,
created in the help vector machines calculation, to classify unlabeled information, and is one of the most broadly utilized grouping calculations in mechanical applications.

**Power Law Descriptor**

In insights, a power law is a useful connection between two amounts, where a relative change in one amount brings about a corresponding relative change in the other amount, free of the underlying size of those amounts: one amount shifts as an intensity of another. For example, thinking about the region of a square regarding the length of its side, if the length is multiplied, the region is increased by a factor of four.

Ernst Weber observed that the ratio of incremental threshold to the background intensity is a constant [1]. This relation known since as weber’s law can be expressed as:

$$\frac{\Delta I}{I} = k$$

Where, $\Delta I$ represents the increment threshold (just noticeable difference for discrimination); $I$ represents the initial stimulus intensity and $k$ signifies that the proportion on left side of the equation remains constant despite variations in the $I$ term. The fraction $\Delta I / I$ are known as the Weber fraction. Weber’s law more simply stated says that the size of a just noticeable difference is a constant proportion of the original stimulus value.

**V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY**

5.1 Algorithm in detail Steps are as below,

1. The basic features of image are spatial features with color and texture type of features. The color features for proposed work are extracted from the homogeneity and the texture features are mostly calculated from the LBP (Local Binary Pattern). These all features make noise and unwanted features to null.

2. SRFCM mostly used for calculation of features which are further is used for classification by using multi class SVM classification. The output from classification is provided for segmentation.

3. In the Multi Class SVM training once again all the Multi Class SVM classifier is trained using the samples obtained from the on step. For the image pixels in jth cluster of some pixels are most appropriate as training samples and left are used as test samples.

4. The classification of Multi SVM pixels are applied to the test set of SVM for classifying the new data. As combine the test set as well as training to obtain the result of final segmentation.

5.2 Color Feature Calculation

All the pixels within the photo are marked as homogenous place bearing on an image. The photograph segmentation undertaking is now a class hassle and the system of segmentation is aimed toward assigning a label to every individual pixel or entire vicinity primarily based on homogeneity. Color functions are extracted from the Lab color model, due to the fact color distinction can be measured effectively in LAB coloration space.

5.3 Texture Feature Extraction by Power Law Descriptor

Power law descriptor is robust for feature extraction as it irrespective of illumination changes. Textural features are extracted as given below,

1. Convert image to gray scale.
2. Find the differential excitations for given gray scale.
3. Calculate orientations for given gray scale image.
4. Find 2D pixels histogram of given differential excitations.
5. Final resultant histogram at given point $(i, j)$ forms clusters.

**VI. RESULT ANALYSIS**

We selected an image which is having somewhat complex structure compared to sample color images used for segmentation. Proposed work is mostly used for the complex structure input images where all algorithms fail to give better results.

**Fig1. Selected Input Image**

Here an integrated technique for color image segmentation which uses Multi-SVM classifier followed by Soft Rough Fuzzy-C-Means clustering for segmentation.

**Fig2. Segmented Color Image by Proposed Work**
An Integrated Color Image Segmentation with Multi-class SVM followed by SRFCM

Segmented Binary image used for objective analysis and for calculation of EI and VOI which is then compared with ground truth image for objective analysis.

Ground truth image is used for objective analysis and is compared with the proposed work outputs. RI (Random Index) or VOI (Variation of Information)

Ground truth images are collected from available tools in computer which is used for file editing such as paint or MS Office, Paint, etc.

Performance parameters are calculated as below,

1. Random Index (RI)

Random index (RI) is the performance parameter which can be calculated between final segmented image and ground truth image.

2. Variation of Information (VOI)

Variation between computed image by proposewd work and ground truth image is called variation of information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>RI</th>
<th>VOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bear</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boat</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horse</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiger</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

We successfully developed a robust technique for color image segmentation which is based on the integration of following techniques such as fuzzy sets, rough sets and soft sets. For final segmentation with better accuracy the results obtained from hybridization of the above techniques are fed to multi class SVM (Support Vector Machine) classifier which is machine learning tool for supervised classification. This implementation is applied to more images from the Berkeley Database which connected to 500 images with ground truth images for original images. Proposed work is more efficient compared to state of art techniques which is proved by objective analysis. The results obtained from the soft fuzzy rough cmeans clustering with SVM classifier, inter cluster distance is increased and intra class distance is minimized. Different performance metric shows the efficiency of the proposed work. Proposed algorithm is developed mostly for improving the quality as well as accuracy of clustering algorithm. This algorithm is also used for images with noise or noisy images. Proposed system is developed using MATLAB which gives better results for proposed work compared to state of art techniques such as JSEG and EDI.
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